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Quest to the Unknown revolves around up-and-coming Dutch reporter Jessie
Golden, ready for her first holiday with business mogul and playboy Carlos Gomez,
with whom she is engaged in a budding romance. Her journey begins when she
finds a folder full of information on a mysterious woman named Nancy and her son
Paul, leading her to an unexpected quest. Soon thereafter Jessie is confronted with a
series of unexplainable supernatural occurrences. She realizes there is no such thing
as coincidence, although she can’t unravel the true meaning of her quest nor her link
to Nancy and her son.
At the same time, Jessie believes Carlos’ father has ties with some questionable
characters. Startled by a series of unexpected events she reaches out to Ed Turner,
Carlos’ right-hand man. In order to protect the one she truly loves, Jessie starts an
investigation that points to the murky world of the mob. When a stranger is
constantly following her, Jessie’s life is in serious danger. Can the ones she implicitly
confides in, still be trusted?
Quest to the Unknown is a thrilling, outstanding and memorable action adventure
novel that is laced with exciting moments that readers won’t be able to forget for a
long time. Quest to the Unknown can only be described as a twisty-turny novel that

will charm you as well as shock you thanks to its breath-taking and action-packed
moments which combined with its enticing narrative, will keep readers up all night! I
admit that I am annoyed at myself for not having discovered the book sooner or even
the author because it has been a long time since I found so much enjoyment with a
book! Quest to the Unknown is an incredible book that will compel its readers to read
so already I have to recommend the book for you lovely readers to read… you will not
regret it!
Quest to the Unknown follows the protagonist of the novel, Jessie Golden, a young
woman who is making strides in her journalism career which has her work being
noticed more and more. During one of Jessie’s assignments to interview a Playboy
business mogul, Carlos Gomez, she finds herself falling head over heels for him and
when she does they soon get engaged, and life is perfect. Well, that is until Jessie
makes two discoveries, one of the findings is a suspicious folder in her room which
has a wealth of information on a particular family that is full of many bizarre things.
The second is that Carlos’s father and future father in law may have ties with the
Mafia and may be secretly trying to bring Carols and his successful business down.
What follows is an action-packed novel full of romance, mystery, and intrigue that is
guaranteed to keep you up all night!
The story of Quest to the Unknown is one that shocked me thanks to its unpredictable
plot. As I read Quest to the Unknown, I thought I had the plot sussed, especially from
the description of the book but when I started to read the book, I was pleasantly
surprised with the unique twist of events and how unpredictable the story was. Never
once did I guess where the plot was going and that is a quality I love in a book!
Annelies George is the author of Quest to the Unknown, and I have to admit I am
madly in love with the spellbinding story she has written. Never before have I been so
entertained so quickly and this is all thanks to her well-developed plot and
phenomenal characterization. George’s characterization of Jessie and Carols is
exceptional, and the reader will easily be able to root for them in their journey
because they are intensely likable. What I adore about the characterization of them
both is that they are characters that have heart, they feel real, and they command the
story beautifully, and I love that, and that is all thanks to George’s exceptional
literature that will transfix and thrill readers with every page turned.
Overall Quest to the Unknown is a brilliant, unforgettable and captivating story that
will entertain and delight its readers from the start I have to award the book five
stars! So if you are looking for a new mystery/romance/supernatural read that will
captivate you easily then Quest to the Unknown is for you, so do not miss out!
Thank you so much for reading book lovers! I appreciate it so much, I love discussing
wonderful books with all of you so please comment below and let me know your
thoughts on Quest to the Unknown. Do you see yourself reading this book? Do you
love the genre? Please let me know your brilliant thoughts below and I will be sure to
comment back. Thank you so much again for reading!
Goodbye for now book lovers,

P.S. Here is a preview of the book for all of you lovely readers to enjoy! Please have a
read of the preview and if you find that you have loved what you have read then all
you need to do is click the Buy on Amazon button and it will take you straight to the
book on Amazon U.S.! If you are in the U.K. then below I have attached a link to the
book for Amazon U.K..
Below I have attached some links about the author and this wonderful book so if you
would like to learn more about the author and the book then please have a browse.
Thank you so much again for reading book lovers, I can’t wait to read your thoughts
on this book!

